Castle Talks on Cross-Border Cooperation

The migration crisis
A humanitarian challenge for border regions

Jean Monnet Project
16-17 March 2020

At the Château Pourtalès
161, rue Mélanie
Strasbourg

Enrolment
Free participation, subject to availability
1 March 2020

Contact: Thibault Delabarre
tdelabarre@unistra.fr
Program

16 March

13.30
Introduction:
Birte WASSENBERG (Sciences Po Strasbourg, Centre d’excellence Jean Monnet, Strasbourg)

Key Notes:
Bernard REITEL (University of Artois)
Laura Anne HASTINGS (Georgia State University, Atlanta US)

Session chair: Frédérique BERROD (Université de Strasbourg)

First part: Exchange of experience
The migration crisis in Europe: an exceptional case?

14.30-17.00
Working group 1:
Sciences Po Student working group
Discussant:
Bernard REITEL (University of Artois)

Working group 2:
Sciences Po Student working group
Discussant:
Claude BEAUPRE (University of Strasbourg/University of Victoria)

Coffee Break

Working group 3:
Sciences Po Student working group:
Discussant:
Frédérique BERROD (University of Strasbourg)

Working group 4:
CEPA Student working group
Discussant:
Anne HOFMANN (Euroinstitut Kehl)

17.30-19.00
Roundtable: No to Fortress Europe? The migration crisis from a comparative perspective

Petia TZVETANOVA (MOT)
Laura Anne HASTINGS (Georgia State University, Atlanta US)
Gianna SANCHEZ MORETTI (University of Brasilia)

Moderated by: Birte Wassenberg & Joachim Beck

17 March

9.00-10.00
Welcome:
Harald LEIBRECHT (CEPA Programme, Strasbourg)

Introduction:
Frédérique BERROD (Université de Strasbourg)

Key notes:
Machteld VENKEN (University of Luxembourg)
Catherine DELCROX (University of Strasbourg)

Session chair: Joachim BECK (University of Kehl)

First Part: Migration, identity and borders

10.30-12.00
Session chair: Petia TZVETANOVA (MOT)
Presentation Citizens for Europe
Anne HOFMAN (Euro-Institute)
Presentation of the tool-kit on the migration crisis
Gaspard Van GOETHEM Master 2 FRONT Sciences Po

Deletion as the refugee of identity
Guyla OCSKAY (CESCI)

Coffee Break

Session chair: Anne HOFMANN (Euroinstitut Kehl)
Noriko SUZUKI (Waseda University, Tokyo)
Claude BEAUPRE (University of Strasbourg/University of Vicoria)
Anja BARTEL (University of Strasbourg)

Second Part: Migration crisis and human Rights: a challenge for the EU

Exchange of experience
14.00-17.00

Working group 5:
CEPA Student working group
Discussant:
Guyla OCSKAY (MOT)

Working group 6:
Sciences Po Student working group
Discussant:
Anja BARTEL (University of Strasbourg)

Coffee Break

Working group 7:
Sciences Po Student working group
Discussant:

Petia TZVETANOVA (MOT)

Working group 8:
Sciences Po Student working group
Discussant:
Gianna SANCHEZ MORETTI (University of Brasilia)

Working group 9:
Heidelberg Student working group
Discussant:
Laura Anne HASTINGS (Georgia State University, Atlanta US
Thomas LEIBRECHT (Heidelberg Center)

Conclusion